
TBU Confidence 

This script – although hypnotic – is 
delivered in a quicker more 
conversational tone – apart from parts 
that need slowing like the relaxation and 
anchoring bits.  It reads and sounds a 
little bit like a pre-event confidence 
boosting pep talk.  This should help you 
to have a better understanding of how to 
record it. 

(Framing) 

This track is designed to really go deeply into understanding how to 
become expertly confident… and confidently expert… at making sure that 
you have and know and achieve exactly what’s right for you… whether 
this is for you specifically as a birthing person… or whether it’s for you 
specifically as a birth partner… equally in this team it’s important that you 
have confidence… … …  

…now I know that as you look back in time now there might be some 
particular things that you’re already confident at… it might be a hobby or 
something that you like to do which you find enjoyable that you 
confidently can do already… that unconscious competence… there’s no 
thinking…  no considering you just fucking get on and do it… and maybe 
this is something that you do regularly… and within this track I’ll be inviting 
you to connect with some of these times… and there might be one or 
more times in the past when you felt particularly confident… when you 
just absolutely fucking smashed it…  for some people it’s running a race… 
sometimes for some it’s overseeing an incredible project… for others it’s 
completing a body of work… and looking and stepping back and going 
fucking I confidently completed and utterly smashed that… and the only 
way that you can understand what confidences is… is… to have 
experienced it in the past… and you already have… and the thing is that 
when a person is growing another human and is looking forward to giving 
birth… it’s not uncommon for this to feel like a really new thing… now… if 



you’ve ever started to learn something new and felt unsure about it… it’s 
pretty normal to feel a little unconfident… it’s normal to wonder if you’ll be 
able to get it… or do it… or even understand… it really is normal to not feel 
quite so confident when you’re embarking on something new… but the 
great thing is that you’re putting absolutely everything in place to make 
sure that you are harnessing the ability to become expertly confident and 
confidently expert at making sure that you have… and know… and achieve 
exactly what’s right for you…  

…and some examples of times when you might want a little bit more 
confidence during your journey of pregnancy or as the birth partner might 
be when you’re preparing to attend an appointment… and when we go to 
appointments quite often we will sit with somebody who we might label 
an expert… but he is the thing… the word expert is extremely subjective… 
and as we look back in history there might have been different 
philosophers or individual scientists or many artists who, although they 
worked in exactly the same field… exactly the same topic of study… they 
might have completely disagreed… they might have seen things from 
completely different perspectives… and yet we could label them all 
‘experts’… and remember that in these appointments there is always more 
than one ‘expert’ in the room…  everybody is an expert… you included… 
you and your baby, the most important people in the room… remember 
that you are an expert in you.. you’re expert in your own intuition… your 
own body… your own personal needs preferences and experiences… and 
because you’re doing what you do already so well… you can also know 
the you’re an expert in research… you’re an expert in knowing that you 
are wise enough… and educated enough to know how to become even 
more educated in the things that you need to… and because you can do 
that… means that you know how to make… and you know to make… the 
right decisions and choices for you… here’s another thing that people like 
you… it’s useful to feel more confident… in… making those choices and 
those decisions and moving forward effortlessly with them…  

… some people in pregnancy or as birth partners look forward and 
wonder about perhaps some different directions that a birth or pregnancy 
journey might take… because it’s nice to be able to see a clear path 
ahead of what you’d like things to be… and yet some people worry that 
they might lose confidence if that path angles off towards a different 
direction… an unknown direction or a different way… now… I’d like you to 



know that you’ve got this far in life with flexibility… nobody wakes up in 
the morning and knows exactly how the day is going to go… no… more 
like what happens is that people go about their day and continually 
adjusted their ways of communicating… being… thinking… experiencing 
and responding according to things that are happening around them… so 
all you need to do… because you are already confident at this… is to bring 
this into the now… and know that in the future you can access the 
confidence to do this then too…  

… other things that you might know you’d like to feel more confident at… 
advocating firmly and effectively for yourself or others in appointments… 
remember that expert inside… expert really is just a label… it’s very 
subjective… and even the experts can disagree sometimes… so know that 
you’re an expert in you… and doing your research and being wise and 
educated in knowing how to educate yourself means that you can 
advocate firmly… and effectively for yourself… … …  

… perhaps your birth partner who would like to feel more confident to 
know that you can hold space… to know that you can keep a quiet 
stillness or whatever is needed for this person who is so important to 
you… these people who are so important to you… in a future birth space… 
and know that you can feel more confidence to know that you can 
advocate… and especially where there are people who might be labelled 
‘experts’…  

(settling down into relaxation) 

…commonly people would like to feel confident is to feel confident in your 
body’s ability to give birth… and simply doing all of the practice that 
you’re doing… taking all of the time that you’re taking… in… your body’s 
ability… means… that you really are listening deeply to your body’s 
ability… to simply be… and do… what it would like to do… so go inside 
now… confidently… because you’ve done this before haven’t you…  
you’ve settled yourself inside… if nestled down into a really comfortable 
place of quiet stillness… and still quietness… … … perhaps here you’ve 
already been expertly confident… and confidently expert… at making sure 
you have… and know… and achieve exactly what’s right… for… and you’re 
an incredible human being… with a powerful body… knows exactly what 
to do… and how to be… so simply… just… be……… 



… whether you are focusing on the breath… or whether you’re connecting 
deeply with the energies inside… perhaps a shift… or a movement from 
baby… or maybe that’s the openness of the feelings of shifting energies… 
down the left leg… or a right arm… or somewhere else completely……  

… and when your quietening down… when you’re drifting inside and 
wondering where you’ll find that well… that storehouse of gifts and 
resources… that’s powerhouse of confidence… you don’t need to know 
yet… just relax and know that you’ll get there… simply by resting… letting 
go inside… now… … …  

(Journeying to find resources) 

… you might already know of a forest… the kind of forest which is quite… 
and still… and magical… the kind of forest that has an internal landscape 
and a map of pathways that you know well… one path leading off to a 
clearing… to lay yourself down on mossy ground look up at the sky… and 
marvel at the shapes… in the shadows… of the sun… movement through 
the trees… it’s nice to just be… to simply enjoy… 

… and another path that leads off to a sanctuary… a place with a stove 
where people like you can let go of this or that… and as you’ve spent time 
in this magical place… a forest of quiet stillness… and still quietness… 
each time you’ve returned here you’ve become more confident… at 
understanding the language of this landscape… of this experience… so 
that eventually you know that you can cover the whole of the ground of 
this forest.. backwards and forwards… within… without… and know your 
way around… confidently… but you know even in landscapes with which 
we are really familiar with… sometimes things happen… places shift and 
change… maybe an overnight electric storm blew down and blocked a 
path that usually you find easy to get through… maybe there’s something 
new to learn here… something shifted which means it needs a little bit 
more navigation… and whatever it is right now as you’ve come to this 
track… this path… that you would like to feel more confident about 
throughout your journey… simply bring this to mind now… and notice how 
it too feels a little blocked off… stopping you in your tracks… like a path 
piled deep or high with fallen trees and debris… and you can’t yet get 
through… and you don’t quite yet know how to find your own way 
around… and here’s a time that you can pinpoint where you can notice 
that you’re not quite sure…  not quite yet knowing how to clear this path… 



unable to even see over to the other side… it’s normal to not feel entirely 
confident yet about how to navigate a pathway around… and that’s okay… 
to have those kinds of thoughts and to feel uncertainty about those 
things… but you do know you’re an expert in you… you know how to do 
your research… you are wise and educated and know how to become 
educated so that you can become expertly confident… and confidently 
expert… at making sure you have… and know… and achieve… exactly 
what’s right for you… 

(Anchoring confidence) 

… so really… when you noticed that lack of confidence… sometimes you 
can meet it as an opportunity to learn… the possibility to grow… and a 
definite moving forward to shifting and finding where you want to be… but 
how can a person find this confidence in a moment?... … … simply just off 
to one side in this forest something you hadn’t noticed before… a 
platform… now this platform has some steps up so that you can reach the 
top easily…  and this is a strong platform… or a stage… or a plinth… or a 
scaffold which might be made of stone… wood… or metal… if you really 
wanted it to it could be fucking well made of gold or silver or crystal if you 
want it to be… whatever material speaks to you… this is a strong and 
steady platform… with some steps leading up to the very top…  
approximately five steps leading up so that when you’ve climbed these, 
you find yourself up on a vantage point where you can get a greater 
perspective… a clearer overview to find more information and… 
therefore… more confidence about how to shift and clear a pathway like 
this… … …  

… so I’m going to count from 5 to 1… and with each count I invite you to 
take a step up… step up with each step you’re feeling more at one… at 
ease… and more aware of your innate ability to gather and develop all the 
resources you need here… feel confidence now… here we go…five… take 
that first step up… four… knowing that this is the journey to finding new 
resources… three… almost there… two…  settling in to the depths of your 
own powerful inner knowledge… and one… standing all the way up here… 
looking down… looking out and around… from a different perspective 
now…  seeing the other side of the learning… action… and confidence that 
you’re about to develop… and right here stood on this platform… feeling 
taller than anything… feeling more powerful… feeling like from up here 



you’ve got an additional sense of power which means that you can smash 
any situation… anything that is in your way you can say… fuck this shit… 
and just absorb all of the resources that you need…  

now… a little while back you might have some recollection of a mention 
about… something that you might do on a regular basis which you feel 
confident at… you don’t need to think about it you can just fucking do it… 
or maybe a time comes to mind when you completed confidently a body 
of work… or a race… or an event… or something else you know… scan 
your memory now for that time when you felt really expertly confident… 
and confidently expert at making sure that you had… and knew and 
achieved exactly what was right… for you… it’s a powerful feeling isn’t it… 
take yourself back there now… into that time now… and notice everything 
that you can see… everything in this memory… take yourself back in this 
memory now… notice in this memory what you can see… maybe there’s 
particular colours… objects… maybe there’s people maybe this 
movement… take a full 360 in this memory when you feel so confident… 
that you know that you’ve fucking got this… you’re just doing what you 
do… because you do it well…  

…and once you’re happy that you’ve taken in the very detail of everything 
that you can see in this memory of you being for the confident… I wonder 
too… what can you hear… are there words that are being spoken to you or 
words that you are speaking to others… in this memory where you’re 
feeling fully confident… maybe there are sounds of the environment… 
environmental noises that can anchor you right back into this feeling of 
confidence now… knowing you’ve fucking got this… you just know how to 
do it… and sometimes those sounds of aren’t always from the outside… 
sometimes they are the sound of your inner voice… which we rarely share 
with other people… but share it with yourself in this memory…  

… and as you’re seeing everything that you’re seeing… and hearing 
everything your hearing… what is your inner voice telling you about your… 
growing levels of confidence now… that’s right… and as you seeing and 
hearing… what can you feel in this memory?... there might be particular 
things in the environment… a shift of the weight on whatever you’re 
standing sitting or lying… perhaps you’re holding something… perhaps in 
this memory where you’re fully confident the might be some physiological 
feelings… a heart beating faster… or slower… or breathing in this particular 



way… as your feeling fully confident in this recollection… a gift ready for 
your collection… maybe there’s a particular temperature of the 
environment…  

… now take this whole memory of you feeling confidence in… through 
your senses of what you can see… the things that you can hear… and the 
things that you’re feeling and take a deep breath in… and as you do smell 
the aroma of this particular memory… because smell is important to 
anchor us to the most useful sensations and states… like confidence…  

… and notice the feeling of that confidence that you’re harnessing now… 
what does confidence feel like inside… when you’re expertly confident… 
and confidently expert at making sure you have and know and achieve… 
exactly what’s right for you… what colour is confidence… where does it sit 
in your body… does it move… is confidence still and silent… or does it 
make a sound and grow effortlessly… what size is confidence inside… 
how easily can you grow it… expand it… let it begin to absorb into all the 
other cells of your body… these articles just suggestions and you can do 
whatever feels right for you in order to grow this anchor to this 
resourceful state of confidence right now… right… now… and take the 
deepest breath in and as you so… let that confidence grow five… ten… 
twenty times deeper now… breath in confidence… expansion… growth… 
development… send it out the top of your head all the way up through the 
trees and sky as though you’d like whatever it is above you to feel your 
confidence now…. 

…send this sense of confidence all the way down through the soles of 
your feet and into the platform below where your elevated… pure 
confidence… a continuous flow of confidence expanding through and 
beyond the essence of you…. 

… now share this confidence out of every side of your being so every tree 
around you can absorb this powerfulness… you’re expertly confident and 
confidently expert at making sure you have… and know… and achieve 
exactly what’s right for you…  

…now… whenever you come here to this platform… whenever you count 
those steps 5… 4… 3… 2… 1… this pure confidence is immediately 
available for you at any time… take a look down now at that pathway 
that’s covered in debris… and knowing that you have the confidence to 



clear it… and the skills… resources… intelligence to problem solve and 
learn… somehow instinctively you know exactly now how to tackle that… 
enjoy feeling the strength inside and outside as you make your way back 
down those steps… carrying this renewed sense of confidence with you… 
and dig straight in… dive straight in… just fucking get it done… fucking… 
get… it… done… because you do have the ability… the possibility… a 
powerful activated potion of a mixture of resources when mixed like this… 
a sumptuous magical concoction… to just get it fucking done… and you 
know when you’re so absorbed and confidently flowing with something… 
that time just flies… you don’t know where you get your strength from… 
your ability… your resources… but before you know it that whole path is 
being shifted… your hoisting logs out of the way… shifting… movement… 
your making progress forward until eventually you… take a deep breath 
now… and look back at a pathway that you cleared easily… a pathway that 
before you had no idea where to even begin… and feel proud… feel 
powerful that you can fucking boss this… 

(Applying new confidence levels to your journey) 

… that path was blocked can be to do with anything… it can be to do with 
people we might label ‘experts’… it can be to do with managing the 
unexpected… advocating for yourself or for your partner… it can be to do 
with preparing and feeling ready for appointments… or simply confidently 
trusting in your own body’s ability… whether it’s choices… or decisions… it 
doesn’t matter what that path represents… because you’ve now got the 
pattern… structure… skills and resources whenever you need them… 
simply count yourself up those stairs from 5… 4… 3… 2… 1… your powerful 
platform… a place to reabsorb confidence… feel it again… now… from the 
sky… from beneath… whenever you come back here for a different wider 
perspective… maybe you’ll even take yourself into the moments you feel 
that deep sense of pure confident badassness… yes – that can be a 
word… a sense of badassness like the way you feel when you’re 
absorbed within your hypnobirthing classes… I don’t know…  whenever 
you know that all you need to do is simply learn to shift in a new small 
way… you can gather everything you need to be expertly confident… and 
confidently expert… at making sure you have… and know… and achieve 
exactly what’s right for you……  



…You already know that you can come back here at any time… whenever 
you reach a path that you can’t see beyond… and you’re not quite sure 
yet that you have the confidence to go through… and find your way… 
simply count from five… all the way down to one… and absorb what you 
already know you have… and apply to the here… and now… because you 
woke up this morning not knowing what the day would bring… and you’ve 
confidently… unconscious competently… navigated it… you’ve done the 
same the whole of your life… with new situations… learnings… your 
fucking amazing like that… got absolute badass flexibility… and really, 
when it comes down to it, that’s all confidences is… identifying what’s 
needed… knowing what’s needed… and applying the resources to make 
sure that you get shit done… so go and fucking well get shit done… 
because you truly are an absolute… fucking… powerhouse… and that’s 
good to know… isn’t it… 

Awakening 

And now, having enjoyed this time for yourself… having made all of these 
shifts and changes inside… it’s time to return to the here and now with a 
renewed sense of calm… joy… newness and beautiful difference… so as I 
count up from 1 to five now… you can gradually and in your own time 
begin to reawaken part of you back to the here and now…  so here we 
go… 1… becoming aware of sensations…. 2 beginning to make 
movements in the body… 3… greater awareness returning now… 4… a 
wondering of when the eyes are ready to open and… 5… only open your 
eyes when you feel ready to do so…. And welcoming you back now as 
you stretch out and enjoy re-acquainting yourself with the now… and 
retaining all the good feelings you have for the rest of the day, night or 
evening… 

END


